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PREF ACE

In the aggreg ate. the rive papers presented here constitute a

chronological summary 01 the development of the Elementary
Communication Skills Programs Reading. Composition. Spelling,
and E.pressive Language. T e first four papers address develop-
ment of the instructional systc. s. while the last paper describes
SWRL's formal treatment of trai nu and installation.

Tfle Elementary Communication 'ills Programs are productsof
SS RE R&D designed to provide res rch-based, quality-verified
resources for use by schools in rehabl accomplishing significant
Instructional outcomes. The sustyamed snquiry from 1966-1974
to develop the Pro ilivOlved tfte---c.oap_erative collaboration
of the Office of Education National nstit of
Education in sponsoring tile_R&D.and of large num e
school perso 1. and parents iri-myjiding the feedback. basic to
the development en These contn'Kut-io.ns to -the R&D were
essential for its*Mccess clonal assi.aile7eThrtliTS-e----
NviLipants is gratefully acknowledged

`The papers focus on the Elenie Programs of the Com-
njuniLatiorr Skills programs CF lisv Elementary ro
in the schools' operating ran* kindergarten through grade 4. The
Advanced Communication 5t Ols Programs are, for use in the
grades 4-6 operating range. 'dovetailing with the Elementary

' Programs. The' Intermediate Coitimunication Skills Programs are
for use with pupils whose age allegro& suggest readiness. for
entry into the-Advanced,Programs, but whose skills'proficiencies
point to identifiable gaps The de,,velopment history of these two
sets of programs will be presented in later historical summaries.

As history is being written, history is being made. This is
certainly so with ihe. Elmentary COmmunication Skills 'Pro-
grams Empiriccil data related to 'their use during 1974:.75 and in
subseqdent years Will be treated in roports to come..
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... READING PROGRAM

Roger 0. Scott. Masahito Okada, and Rolla ld Besel

The documentation of the programmatic R&15 from which the
SWRL Reading Program derives is recorded in more than 100
SWRL technical publications and journal articles. The inquiry
involved a wide range of analytic and empirical investigations
designed to reduce the uncertainty associated with the produc-
tign of effective and economical resources for reliable instruction
in reading.

This paper overviews the repeated cycles of classroom testing
and revision of program materials and procedures, The classroom
verification took three distinct forms: ,(1) Beginning iri 1966,
testing of the First-Year Communication Skills Program designed
for kindergarten classes. This inquiry provided an opportunity to,
explore various facets of beginning reading instruction; (2) Test-
ing, the Second-Year Communication Skills Program, primarily in
first-grade classes. This inquiry provided an opportunity to
explore various facets - of instruction to extend initial reading
proficiency; ,(3) Testing the Present Reading Program in K-4
classrooms. The Reading .Program incorporates the findings of
the First-Year and SeCond-Year Communication Skills ProgramS
but includes new material based ,upon The linguistic and
psychological research that was being conducted concurrently

a with but independent of the classroom verification tryouts. The
Rgure on the next page shows these relationships.

Testing began With a few classrooms. Succeeding tryouts
involved additional pupils, teachers, and school districts. The
basic axiom of this strategy was to first determine the efficacy of

,.
..
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materials and procedures under closely monitored conditions. As
materials and procedures were verified. the tryout was enlarged

n increasingly broacPr'angi: of operating'-and,lit e reliabil ty
conditions was tested.

Three types of data were, of major import. Chief among these
were the teSt results indicating tile extynt, to which 'students
displayed high levels of prolictenk. y on the program.ouh:omes.
Obviously. modifications were called for when significant.
numbers of students failed to attain 'the skills being tatiglit. This
was particularly vital since the Reading Program incorporated a
-carefully controlled

p

equence of :,kills. each building .upoli. of
using as a context. wiously taught skills. A secpf4 data sOutte
was the field report reactions of pupils. teacilers. principal's. and
parents. These data were largely colleLte& through question-"
naires They were used to ealulite the.appeakof %aritius aspects
of the program (a "desire to use" indicator) and a,, asource of:
ideas for modifications in materials and proLedures In the early
,stages of classroom verification, field reports were often supple-
mented by SWRL staff observations of .learning activities and by
interviews with teachers and pupils. Third. revisions were,made
On the basis of results trom continuing SWRL researa. apart

,from the verification trouts.

2
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The First-Year Communication Skills Program Tryouts

The initial phase of tile Reading Program's classroom verifica-
tion process imoll,&1 the development of the First-Year Corn-
muni,:ation Skills Program (FYCS131. This program: primarily,
intended for kindergarten children. had four major outcomes:

Words

Word Elements

Word Attack.

Letter Names-

A sight- reading vOcabultr, ofapproxi-
mately 100 words
The ability to read 23 selected initial
and ending sounds
The ability to sound out and read any
one- syllable word composed of word
elements from the program
The ability to name each letter of the
alphabet, when shown the printed
letter

A series of field tryouts were conducted for the purpose of
identifying improvements that were subsequently incorporated
into the progtam. Data were systemWically collected during each
tryout through use of questionnaires. classroom observations.
meetings with tryout teachers. and through mid-year and
end-of-year assessments of pupil, performance. A summary of,,
those tr outs is piesenteclin Table 1. Not included in the table
are I 11 the research studi,q, conducted by SWRL in addition to
the classroom tryouts to obtain information for use in' develop-
ment of FYCSP, and 12) the tryouts of many prototype
materials conducted at SWRL.

The result of the 1966-67 series of short tryouts_was the
identification and refinement of the most effective prototype
materials for incorporation into the - 1967-68 tryout of the
year-long program In 1967-68, the ,major focus was upon
improvement of the instructional program in order to obtain
acceptable pupil achievement on each progrim outc44e. When,
in these tryouts, the effectiveness of the program was demon-
strated with prescribed teaching procedures. the emphasis, shifted
to the testing and improvement of a teacher-training system. The

r
r
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. Table 1

' Summary of FYCSP Classroom Tryouts

School Tryout
Year Length

1966-67, Varied from
6-18 weeks

No. of
Pupils

Major Purpose
of Tryout

400 identify effective prototype
materials and procedures.

Improve instructional system

Couple with training 'system

Couple with installation
system

1967-68 School Year 600

1968-69 School Year 2,300

2.6001969-70 School Year

1970 -71 School Year 35,000

1971-72 School Year 72,000.

,Couple with quality assur-
ance system

Integrate all systems

goal was enable school district personnel to train teacher's jti
the classrdbm behaviors judged. necessary t$ yield acceptable'
pupil achievement in their classes: Thus, in the tryout sequen ,

the focus changed from the student to the teacher, f om
k..

individual skill devetbpment to effectiveness of exportable
personnel training installation materials for teachers, principals
and district. administrators. This was a major determinant, in the
incrEasing size of successive tryouts, In the final tryout cycles, .

reliable ,.data requirements necessitated information on many
classrooms in a variety of-school districts.. .._ , '\

Thq`, field tryouts of FYCSP led to the identification land ,
incorporation of a large number of revisions into the program A

I

.
series of modifications in materials was'made in order to increase .

student proficiency on selected- outcomes. When tryout data
indicated *Inations between actual and intended procedures in
use of the prdgram, the deviations that were effective were then
made a part of the regular program. Otherwise, revisions were



made in an effort to preyent the ineffetn,e procedures.
e results of the -FYCSP tryouts are reported in a series of

SWRL documents RepreSentative repOrts include Sullivan and
Maier (1970). Hanson. Batley. Kaplan. and Yaman (1970). and,
Resta and Hanson (1971). Other documents report on the
effectiveness of SWRL developed support 'programs used in
Lon unction with the FYCSP.. These programs and representative
doLumentation include the Summer Reading Program (Sullivan &
Labeaune. 1969). the Tutorial Program (Nalelermeyer & Ellis.
197W. the Im.tructiohal Concepts Program (Scott, 1971a), and
the Parent-Assisted, Learning Program (Niedermeyer. 1969).

The Second-Year Cottimunication Skills Program Tryouts

The initial tryout of the Second-Year Communication Skills
Program (SYCSP took place in the 1968-69 school year; two
years after FYCSP tryouts had begun. SYCSP consisted of two
components. a "Transition program" for first-grade children who
had not participated in the' FYCSP, -and the "Second Year
Program" for first-grade childrerrwho had completed either the
FYCSP or the 'Transition Program. Research uncertainties ,
focused upon procedures for implementing an expanded set of
instructional outcomes, eptering advanced modules of a multi-
level program, and maintaining a prscribed pace of instructional
activities. BecaiNc questions involving teachertraitOng in the '

context of a widely disseminatect program were being answere
with the FYCSP tryOuts, the number of claSsro*ps in SYC
tryouts was kept at a relatively small numberthkiv classes' in
1968-69, 60 in 1969-1970, and 115 in 1970-71, Pupiliperform-1
ance data and teacher reactions led to a series of program
reNisions after each of the first two tryduts. ,

Data on the SYCSP tryouts are *reported in Labt7(iune and
Sullivan (1969): Flores and Niedermeyer (1970);/and Scott

1971 b).

SWRL Reading Program Tryouts

The tryouts of FYCSP and SYCSP had indi ated the types of



matetrak and ,proccdures. that were likely be effective for
beginning reading mstniction., with partiailai- emphasis .on
deCocling-- proficiency. Tryouts ,had -also defined program char-
acteristics that were accepted,. bsy. teachers ,fird 'motivating to
children'. A completely new plitics seque'lice and the vlords that
were appropriate exemplars' foi,:eaCh point of this sequence had
been defined through SWRL's re:search:, Ongoing

..
analytical 'inquiry had ident.ifled comprehensibn opti:_omes -to
compleinent the _strutture of_decodingskills. The deVelv'ipment
efEit for the new ,reading prOiram r.diluired a synthesis-of the,
information from all of these souiCes,'It should be poinyd out
that not -all of the informatiort was .available at thetiqie the
preparation of materialsbegan. final F YeSP and SYC to outs

were no completed until after the' new phonics sequence and
lexicon had been described. Resti,arch;,ory-c-OniprelienSion and
word attack provided inputlthroughout, the development process.
Finalfyi, the development of the earlier programs had shaped the
product: development process itself. The original conoeptual-
ization was ais. et of instructional tasks. aU of whidi had to be
completed according to a predefined sequence By the time the
new Reading Program began to be developed., the instruotional
architecture was seen as a system with continuing: interrelated
inputs .and, task sequences
information needs. Thus, -the
of new information. but of
efficient instructional ,architec

Classroom tryouts of the

that ch?ng' as a function , of
new program Was a result not 014
a 'new, more complex. and more
ture.
first seven bkicks of the Reading.'

Program were begun in the fall of 1973. Block 8 was added to
the tryout the following spring. The tryout involved more than,
12,000 children in 8 school 'districts. Major areas of uncertainty
that this tryout was designdd to reduce are sctilmanzed in
Table 2.

Tryout DatU._ Tryout data were collected at the district,r,1

teacher. and pupil level. School district supervisory' persoiya
responsible f.Or the implementation of the program .tdade

,
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Table 2

Areas of Uncertainty 1973-74 Tryout
o'

matclials and
.
procedures'for teaching .

1.-- comprehension skills

decotding polysyllabic words

reaaing.outcomes in the conteu,cdlibrary and study
skill actiN ities

mahria1;wid procedures for placement and initial
tion in advanced blocks

ti)ateriais fo-p-aSS'essment of .'..

is omprehension outcomes.

2. decoding:bYlneans-Of faceted test-items

;teacher training .wiTti refereke to

1. teaching more thanone block within a:gingle
classroo* .

31

`^.

instruc-

teaching a SWIRL communication Skills Program in
addition to the.itiadin 1?ro ram

tn9nIs 4 livitching from another
aciOnied le.yef of the SWRL

,information r
reading progr
prow-a*

ordering. ocganizing, 5na-accessing PrOgrown materials
. .

district information re'qinrements for adopting a mul.ti-
eVrei readin program

Ar

f eq kten -.-reports td SWRL. Information from Iteactrefi was
pollee a -through ,questionitaire and meetings; conducted by

. . ,



SWRL staff Additionally. teacher reactions were relayed to
SWRL by the district supervisory. personnel.

Pupil performance data were collected in connection with the
doelopmeni of the Quality Assurance system for. the Program.
Participating schools sent to*SWRILion a regular basis throughout
the school year. all Criterion Exercises (CE's) completed by
children in the program. There are 40 of then. msessment
instruments in the ,,program. one for each unit of instruL
Because the CE-is a diagnostic mechanism designed to help le
teacher identify pupils who need more instruction on given in it
outcomes. ('F scores are likely to underestimate the effectiveness
of the instruction. Nevertheless. _scoresscores were Useful in

I deterpurg those outcomes and units that Were particularly
difficult for .sxmitj pupils and (2) making an analysis of error
patterns to indicate relative difficulty of content within the word
recognition outcomes. An important feature of the /CE data was
its availability early in the school year. An updated,, cumulative
data printout was prepared each month and most areas of
difficulty and error patterns were visible early in'the reporting
proLess. This meant that appropriate revisions could be planned
well before the schoolyear ended.. ,

The CE data for the 1973-74' tryout are summarized in
Table 3 The most striking feature of these data is the general
pattt'rn of high scores Aside from this. several aspects Of the,

,,scores require' comment One of these is the fact' that compre-.0,
hension scares in Blocks I and _2 are not as high as scores in some
of the other outcomes areas. This was due, in part. to vocabulary -,
limitations (children could miss an item because they could not
read a word and, in Ont. to an item format that required
modification. Performance on the outcome "Letter Sounds and
Blending" tends to he low4 than scores o "Program Words."
1 his is. because the content consists of words that have not been
included in the instructional materials. Program. Words are those
that lupe been practiced in the course of,,a unit's instructional

.actooties' SWRL research has consistently shown this level of
relative difficulty between the two tasks:.

8
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A second source of puprl performance `data was the set or
end-of-!.e.tr tests whh.h µerr pen to all sthook parti,ipating. in
the Quality Assuan Program. These proNide reliabilit
Lite Lls on the pattern of CE scores and If) an irtdiation of
outcome prOficienc) after 3 y ear-long period of insfruc;tion A

summarization of the performance is presented in Table 4, Scores
are bayed upon those children who completed all of the u- rtrts in a
pen bloX Sample test iterris for end-of-ye'ar tests'and CEs,are
shown in the 'Appendix ,

Table 4

Percent of Corfect Responses on
End-of-Year Test Items

1973 -74 Tryout

Block 1 , 2 3 5 6

'-:,Outcoroe '

Letlerftiames
:

Program Words;

Letter Sou*s
`and Blenat\ng

Voscabulir
, E,4ension

. \k'

Tomprehession`-
1 A

;t n be'( of

..gertmt

89
-

81 86 86 -95 93 92 95 96

7i, 80 89 s

81 83, 90 87

36 63 -7'0 7h ti8 ","78 74.

1
Wiplis Tested ^ 442, : 4'37 '434 581 302 , 310' 190

s,

,
.. ; 1 \mdki Miport ant conclusion that can be drAn freni,the-,

Cild:Or:-year- tia t# is, that t hjti: is a. hrt;it\degre:e- or prorrk>.ii41cy on '`
.

m mt Orograrn outeoesL wLowrc, oil detoding I lerter'sotinds s:,
. , ,. . ....

.',.% \ - ''' j -- -.....ii
.C. . ' ':. - V, . 7: t

\

4
- k ... .

'

, s '''' '....\

''''Z. .



it

and blending I and Lomprehension to earls blocks arc followed
hider Sores This indicates that sonic children will hae

mina! difikulti:, in these areas and that the \ hae a higher
lot}, alt attainment atter the} ha%e progressed through more
than on: hloLk of instruLtion or.. in the Use of Lomprehensyni.
att:r )1,1... mast:red additional word recminition skills It
should he noted that these data Incorporate program "hugs"
identified In inat:nals and procedures durin2 the tryout andmat
thin he ,:wed as low:r-bound indkators Qt the program's

Recisions on the Basis of 1973-74 Tr out. Altholigh modit Ica-
non, made in all aspects of the proiztain. the most

changes oci.urred in the "areas of uncertaint listed
itYqahle2 The most e\tensi%e of these were rn comprehension
instruction Most orthe existing acti%ities were rewritten and. for
Blocks 5-8, a large number of outcomes and corresponding
instruttional, aL7tiities added. In rnim. instances. instruction on
other outcomes was also rewntten and or supplemented. This
}c as in response to data indicating that pupils were ha me
difficult} with instruction at a gRen point in the program I for
,instame at the -beginning of a L'i en block. or that pupils were
finding some subject-matter particularl} difficult for instance. a
particular spelling-to-sound torrespondenLe in certain word
en% ironmento. Materials were also changed when data indicated
that the were confusing or mismterpitted. ThA occurred with
some teaZher directions and some pupil item fpfmats. Other
changes were made when it became clear that the Kilance in sex
role des,riprins and eihniL representation could be impro ed.
\n nnalsis of Criterw.1- \erLise data and the editing of these

..assessnient.instrumentAilentified a,number of Items in need of
reision. Included were artibiguous and misprinted items- and
items measuring skills other.than what ere intended.

One step remo.ed from the program's pupit matertals.teacher
tranung.,prottram packaging. and materials distribblion system's
were ealuated and. when necessary. robed When there were



requests for program information from districts schools.. or
. teachers, materials were pre ared. -distributed. and further

modified for flittire ersions of he program'.
Because the SWRE Reading P gram is based upon an e \pilot

pro-fiLienc 'struLture and because it is composed of a set of 410'
organized and interrelate.cf materials. roisions often necessitated
mati. further modifications Thus, one ,of the final series of
reision tasks was a comprehensive cross checking and analysis of
all ,Thanges This ensur,:d that all components would be consist-
,mt, not onl with resped to prdgram specifications. but in
terminology and formats as well

--;:-.---
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APPENDIX

Sample Items Used on Criterion
Exercises And End-of-Year Tests

BLOCK 1 4 OUTCOMES

Letter Names

s--,...
, e

i

Pupils mark the
letter read by the
teacher

Piogram Words. Letter Sounds & Blending,

Comprehension

,

Is mark the
word read by the
teacher.

__on fhe hill.

n . 0 an 0 am ham

i

Pupils read the item and "mark the box next to.the word that
'should go in the blank:-

,k .

1 rif 13

-.....,

a.



BLOCK 5 8 OUTCOMES

Program Wbrds. Vocahulan, Extension

43. Will you please
me?

assistant
assist

.assistance
assisting

Comprehension

1110. J.Pt ,ranc."1, 1 ;12 a 4,10 of fault and
k r.usair r "It 1 . ' , r - ' - . . -

Tr. In, %. zn rr I a- '1 lArt ft r
t Osnuid t an ,

Aft wt.,/ cl,

Pupils read the
item And "circle
the word that fits."

4 d, I h d unhInir
C..1}

V11,0335,tfather a 4 r rd 'lt a rauhrrr
an P..047.1

Ma, at - In tv.r ' ^ .,r ' .tta.Itir
Mark etir. I a,.."..., t-r, 'I.., , + .11 flPd 0.4.

in nor rei M,.
I e A hpp41,1' art Ma 1 i

., 114, a..1ge, The, '1101,
.6, tarn Mi P,1 , Rigs, -tiorri b

nth

I nr. ..11.nr1 a .1 he 44 .1 (ha

14
4 ,f1

1*r,
1 fan....,

Mr Hr
Mr MA,

1 The ,

14

fi 1. hinhiak anal 11,t'""
%11, la r ,n

It. 1, ...es.

-e
n. d. le nr1.0%.1 4,

0

4

Pupils read the
story and "circle
tie lettefbeside.
the best ansWeir
to each' question."

-a ,

4
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COMPOSITION PROGRAM

Fred C. Niedermeyer

The progiam Verification of the instructional system for the
Composition Program dealt with four general aspects of unt.er-

:,tainty: ( I) prograin placement calibration (status testing),'(2)
handwriting acquisition (Blocks I and 2), (3) initial proficiency
in composition (Blocks 3 and 4), and (4) comprehensive
proficiency in composition rudiments. These areas are described
below

Tryout data are presented in summary form. Those interested
in seeing the complete data or in examining in detail the
procedures and materials used in the tryouts will want to refer to
the journal articles and SWRL papers referenced throughout..

Status Testing

To aid in the formulation and development of the K-3
Composition Program; status testing was 'conducted during the
fall of 1971, (Quellmalz, Niedermeyer, & Trithart, 1973). A set
of items reflecting what were then the tentative outcomes of the
program was administered to a sample of-960 non-progrim,
children in Tour schools. These schools represented a wide range
of school locations and neighborhoods. The status testing was
conducted to obtain baseline data on what writing tasks children
could not do at various ages and grade levels. The results of the
testing were then used to assist developers in determining such
things as which Qutcomes should be taught at Various levels of
the program, how ()incomes should be sequenced, which out-

_comes were funnecessary, and whether the need for additional
outcomes was apparent.

2G
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'The results of the status testing revealed several things. First. it
was apparent kindergarten children needed handwriting instruc-

tion Also. first rade children seemed to require instructionon
most routine editing skills as coherency. word spacing, capitaliza-

tion and punctuation. The study indicated the importance of

do.eloping fluency in first graders so that they could. write
enough to profit in second and third. grade from instruction
related to planning and writing compositions for a variety of
purposes The data suggested that unless systematic instruction
and practice occurred to help children compose and organize the
substance of their writing I not just punctuation instruction),,
the overall communicative quality of their efforts would remain'
relatively low

Blocks 1 and 2.

Development of the handwriting component of the Composi-
tion Program began in 1971 with an experimental study designed
to reduce 'uncertainty concerning the most effective type Of
liftnictional materials (Hirsch & Niedermeyer, 1973). The study
found that Kindergarten children learned better when tracing a
dotted repressentation of an entire letter and then writing the
entire letter on their own, than when-initially tracing the entire
letter and starting to write parts of the letter independently as
"dots" Were gradually "faded" or removed. The study also found
that training children to visually discriminate well-formed from
poorly formed letters had no effect on actual letter wnting
performance.

The results of the above study helped form the basis, for an
abbreviated classroom Version of the program, which was tested

,during the Spring of 1972 in four schools representing a wide
range' of school situations: low-income Spanish-speaking inner-

city, low-income Black inner-city, lower-middle-income white
subutban. and u pf)e r-m iddle-income white suburban
tNiedenneyer. 1973). The results Of this tryout were encourag-
ing. First. 90 percent of the letters formed by children atheend
of the year were rated "fairly legible" or better versus 72 percent

,
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for non-program comparison students in matched sqhools.
(Pretest ratings . for the two groups were and 47 percent,
respectivelv Set:0nd. children in both tryout and comparison
classes were, administered a Pupil Preference Inventory at the end
of the }car. Items in the inventory asked children to state how
Well they liked various writing and.non-writing activities in the
normal 'curriculum. As wo(1 be expected. there was no
difference intthe preferences of the two groups of children on the
non-writing activities. For writing activities (e.g., writing your
name, printing.letters,,etc.), however, program children indicated
a significantly higher preference than comparison children. Third,
all tryout teachers indicated they would use the prOgram again
and rated the children's overall reaction to the program as ."very
enthusiastic." Finally, there were no appreciable differences
between the handwriting achievement of children from the
various socioeconomic levelS or ethnic groats: All children

. learned to print quite well in kindergarten.
In a tryout during 1972-73 which focused on training and

installation consideration, (Moncrief, &
4-
Bongo, 1974), posttest

scores were obtained from 1,-;,58,1 children in 68 kindergarten
classes representing the total range of school situations, and from
320 ifhiklren in 11 non-program comparison classes. Again, it was
found :hat over 90 percent of the tryout children learned to
print legibly, versus 62 percent of the ihildrcn receiving the
traditional kindergarten curriculum. Pacing data indicated that
80 percent of the classes had completed the two blocks by the
end of the school year.

Several revisions were subsequently incorporated into the
published version of Blocks and 2 based on the empitical and
analytic tryout data. Primarily. materials for the first unit of
Block 1 were revised so as to require fewer responses and less
time when Children are first beginning the progyain. Also. the
vocabulary was simplified and the storylines were rewritten with
the more recent SWRL lexicon. The letter sequence was revised
slightlI so as to more,systematically present straight-line, simple
letters before curved: more complex 'letters.
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Blocks 3 and 4

initial version of Blocks 3 and 4 was developed and tested
during the 1969-70 school year with 420 first-grade children in
14- classes at five schools (Sullivan, Okada, & Niedermeyer,
1974). The materials consisted of a sequenced set of 64 exercises
where the children systematically prolpessed from selecting single
words that completed sentences in cartoon-illustrated storylines,
to reating and writing their -own complete sentences and

ragraphs for an entire illustrated story. This tryout found that
when writing a story as a posttest, program children scored
significantly higher than non-program comparison students in
total number of words (71 words-to 25), sentences (9 sentences
to 6),,cOrrect use of capitals, correct use of ending punCtuation,
and judged overall quality. In addition, an end-of-program
questi?nnaire revealed that the tryout teachers 'felt the exercises
sustained a high,level of pupil intbtest.

Revisions for 1970-71 consisted primarily of minor changes in
the exercises themselves so as to make. the diffi,culty progression
even more systematic (Okada & Baker, 1971). The program was
used by essentially the same teachers who participate& in the
1969-;70' tryout. TFacher reaction was positive throughout the
year and specific suggestions and comments were obtained in a
meeting of the teachers with SWRL staff at the end of the Oar.

Another ,tryout of essentially the same materialsitook place
'diming 1971-72'. in eight fiist-grade classes, in four schools
(Trithart, Quellmalz & Niedermeyer, 1972). Half of the' schools
and classes werelocated iniOw-income, inner-city areas. Pretest
scores showed that both tryout children and comparison children
in comparable non-program first grades were equivalent in
terms of proficiency levels on the program outcomes. At the end
of the school year, posttest results indicated that the tryout
children were substantially superior in editing outcomes relating
to word spacing, coherency, szttalizati_nreitcling-punctuaffon,3/total numbe of words, and on overall ju -rs-1.-ni ratity, originality

and orga 'nation. Tryout students were not substantially higher
on editing skills related to sentence strings, fragments, and
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run-on': Attitudinal surveys showed a high degree of preference
by tryout children toward the program, materials. Pacing data,
however. shoWd that fewer than half of the pupils completed-or
nearly completed the 64 exercises during the school year.

From the 1971-72 tryout. it was feCmcluded that some of the
scores were not as high as would be desired because so many
children failed to finish the prOgram and because the program
contained only i.ncidt!ntal, but not direct, instruction on the
editing of entire multi-sentence compositions Or stories. Some of
the revisions formulated from the tryout were to (1) divide the t--
sequence of exer.ciscs into five units of 12 lessons each, the last
lesson in eal,,unit being a Crite'rion Exercise, (2) provide more
teacher procedures on editing and rewriting, (3) ,introduce
constructed (as opposed to selected) responses earlier in_the_
sequence, (4) provide direct instruction n story planning and
organizqtjon in the last two units, and, inally, (5) rewrite the
exertises entirely with the then new S RL lexicon, -creating a

new set of characters for the illustrated story lines.
The revised program, broken into five units containing

Ciiterion Exercises and a new set of story lines, was used in the
training/installation.tryout during 1972-73. (Mdncrier& Longo,
1974; Niedermeyer & Moncrief, 1973). Over' 1,500 first graders
in 57 classes. representing the total range bf school situations

,participated. At the end of the year, teachers scored posttests by
rating children's stories according to how well each; child's
composition matched oUtcx5me statements. Ratings were also
obtained on 54 comparison "children. in three non-program
classes. On outcomes related to coherency, content, fluency,
capitalization,/ land punctuation, teachers of tryout children
indicated the campOsitions "matched" the `outcome, all or most "4
of the time for about 50 percent of the children (versus abort
25 percent fOr comparison students) and matched the outcome
"over half of the time .but not all or most of the time" for about
30 percent of the students (versus about 25 percent for4 the
comparison students). Thus, about 80 percent of the children in
the program displayed creditable proficiency on the pt;Ogram
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outcomes versus about , 50 percent of comparison Children.
Ifowever; pacing data revealed that fewer than half of the
children completed the five-unit program by the end of first
grade. The tryout data thus pointed in, the direction o :
adjustments of the pacing aspects of the programwhen ifitich of
the instruction for some of the outcomes is centered' in the last
unit or two and pupils do not experience the instruction, itis, 7---

unreasonable to expect ,,highly reliable, proficiefl6Y ,ohthOSe
iu

.

tc0 Me:S;

Based on these tryouts, various add 4 ional-,"reVisions were
incorporated into the published version of the,program°._ Major'
adjustments. included (I) 'shortenIng the five unit pfograin.into
two blocks of two units each.-2) defining the Outcoines with
greater precision and clarity, (3) addfpg specific CriterionIxer- '"
cise scoring procedpres/and a record sheet,,,,"(4),,adding;,specific
supplementary instruction procedures for each'unit:11; deleting
or .reA.i/rititig many-of the stprylines that had peen iourid tO'be
uninteresting or awkward, (6), rewriting and placing in a separate
Activities and Materials' Guide specific teacher procedups for
each activity, emphasizing' instruction on editing and sto
planning Outcomes, and 2) lieveloping °Several, neW ty s ,of
activities that provide for greater variety withili the lactiOnal

sequence and that also provide, for better irritrec n on editing
,and story planning..

Blocks e ' °.
N , q , J

DeVeloprnent of Block§..i.arid-6 bean iti-1074.,,,kri)eS of:A. ,;.. f ^i
,- lessons. WIS'prepar ed -aild'"tesik In five clessroOth4.'';' ,

8
..'

-,. over a 1:-.5:iveek,::,periOd in ,the': Spring:, of 197 l' (tabeaufie; : ...
. ,

Niedertneyer, & iVari,1f971). All a4fie outcomes a4essedin ,-::
the tryOut . : iressed typical 'meChahis§161iteiresiting gitillsi''fa'rk, ,,,,
exam , capitalizatior40-Unetnat ion,' use .ofg,Votaticins',.,ind,entt e.

in- Substantive 'ilperts or' d,Oni5osition..viere .asseksedonly as.4-:' 92 ';',

rating or "Overall quality,''-- The C-7result9,in-Aiea,tea-:,6au-ilie : :'.: S-''' ':
outcome achievement ,oFtryout children was colly, a little.-1,F4t,-' ' ''
than non -knirana 'coin iitirison ci-tildi4if. i';' e.*. ,',.. 1 ,::,,,,

°%;

...,-
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From this tryout, it wasitVed that (1) more practice would
be required on a particular skill than two or three activities and
(...2) instruction b4o.nd Blocks 3 apd 4 (first-grade) was going to
'depend heavily on teacher mplementatiou, thus necessitating
more definitive teacher procedures. Also, the tryout provided a
variety of exercise formats for use in subsequent development.

For 1971-7'. Block 5 and 6 materials were expanded and
revist. n several ways (Niedermeyer, 1971). Three units=wero
developed. containing 11 lesson sheets plus a unit test. The
outcomes went be id punctuation and mecharrics-.-to- include

N, paragraphing and writing mmarized "plan" for The composi-
tion prior to writing it in full. scope of writing experience
was expanded from simple, non-diarOgu °ries to include letters
and stories with punctuated dialogue. Withi mit, a general-
sequence of activities' was developed, that prove be useful
throughout subsequent development of the prograth. R. ly

', this sequence suggested that. when learning a new skill (fo
, example, how to format a letter), students should first practice
selecting instances of the skill, "and, finally, constructing or
writing:their own compositions.

The thre units were tested single classroom during the
Winter an4,1 Spring of 1972'(Niedermeyer, Quellmalz; & Trithart,
1972), One classroom. 'rather than several, was used because
many of the outcomes and most of the !materials were new, and
it 'Vas not known how appropriate anci -usable they would be,
Thus. the primary purpose' of the tryo4t was to obtain teacher
and-pupil comments and observational data in one classroom, so
as to identify gross 'deficiencies or problems with tnaterials
teacher procedures. ;Procedures systematically ,,cpnduct and
reporting SWRL observations of' classroom tryouts were opera-

,

tionalized (,Niederrneyer, 1972), End-okyear pwril achievement
was only of secondary interest at this pbint.

At the end of the tryout, teacheror5Mments, staff observa-
tions: komplete_d pupil- materials., and posttest results provided

. information fol. further revikieni The most important of these
were that (1) requiring, written "plans" prior to writing the
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complete composition- ooked -- highly negAto,e attitudes from
students and was dropped ( 2) dialogue- punctuation v.ds too
dift-Lult and v.as to he delayed unt-41:Blocks (third-grude,). dnd

t3 i teacher procedures were to be more specific and detailed.
End-of-trnut posttest data 1-10\%ed dLcephible perforrminLe

levels (-5 percent or hiaher) tor, ..apit,ilizdtion. sentence-ending
punctuation. commas. complete sentences. and doid,in.:'e of
sentence strings. sentence fragments. and run-on's. Scores from d
non-progi-am comparison class gentlnill tinged from 10 percent
to 50 percent on these same outcomes Tryout children also
wrote `considerable longer compositions', than companson

children ( %ord., to 68. dnd 12 sentences tO.5. respectivel!,I
AN the-Block 5-.8 mdtenals improved each!. ear frorri empirical

try outs: the also progressed on an anal!, tic basis For 1972-73
the program architecture advanced in/he following. wa)s. First.
outcomes \+ere formulated to.reflect the entire 'plan. write, edit,

and . revise sequence that is v.Fequired in writing. 'Previous
efforts had reflected primarily the m echanical-editing aspects of
writing Also. the materials represented a further attempt .to
identify useful writing situations to teach besides story writing.
The five instructional units for 1912-73 included units on
writing descriptions. writing directions -telling how to do some-
thing. narrating Ian, event chronologically, writing siories. and
writing per9uasiv<< compositions on given topics.

For each tPC of writing. outcomes ,were specifie,d that
ittertipted to define the characteristics or substance of a "good"
compositibn. for example:, Plans and -writes a, "How to.
composition thatincludes all necessary steps for a task in proper
sequPnce. with sufficient detail SQ as to, produce replicable
actions bY'. readers. It was felt that outcomes such as this were
needed for various types of writing to 'make it clear to students
what had ,to be done and to provide teachers with the basis for
evaluating compositions and showing or telling students how 'to
improve. Defining such outcomes,provea, to be a-difficult task.

(Which is o' e% reason why. rkrhaps. most elementary-school
composition instruction focuses rpOstly on mechanics-related

,
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skills) and received considerable attention during the'next three
years of development prior to publi.cation (Quellmalz: .1%iiede-
meer .& Trithart. 1972) The 1972-73 maeenals were assn
improNed b wasting specific teaching procedures for each
actiNit, and placing them on 5-b1.-8-inch cards

The r oised materials for Blocks 5 and 6 were part of the
. - large -scale 1C-2 Installation Trl.out dunng 1972-73 (Moncrief &

Longo. 19,74). TI:veni,. of 52 second -grade classes in the tryout
were randomly selected for posttestarial.sis. Results showed that
prouam- cliitdren acrage-d 78 percent achieement across
outcomes and venting types versus 31 percent for children in nine
non - program comparison classes. ..

or.1973-74. Blocks 5 and 6 were-revised and Blocks land_' F

were SoeloPed Blocks-.5 and 6 tontained instructional-units an
decri-ptions. drieitions (How to). plot-OnenteCstorits. and
friencilyjetteis. [MIAS 7, and-:8 contirmed-unitkon-deSetiptiord. -

stories = and dialggike:* persuasion. and sumniaciiing fietiort
. (Tn,th4M- & Nietlerme.er.4,9'?3.).

While these*, rrrgterials we?-e:-tisdd on alarge-s;* installatiort-;7"-t.
has:is-4pin J173 through 1%75.,,...a small Ileveippment tryout was
condute-rduring- "1973 -74)' to obtain transactional --data
WOliter identity- necessary, filial revisions prior to pUblieat-iin-

-,' (Niederrneyer.;, 197i4 TheThe iryidt.. Wok place- with -two secon4r
grades., mid two scliook.loeated near.
SW,R,L: in an older, louver- middle income suburban traCt",:ttf

One of t1;e.-mOre useii.i):daia"solirocs for
-,. tryoiV." -addi.tiOif..46 staff obseKv4tians atil

conmertts. prosetf to syltterW cbltect o of a random
pro_ iream-related wnfrng completed,by-.chiklfen

during.th w tryout ".,
reitillOt this tryou*Pand as' a result of SWRI; interaction

.with the .poNisher (-Ginn aild Company-) -theqinal version of the-.
proctitn- cOntaitied. ma'ny ch..rpges'atid improNemepts. The more

itapOrtaill-rel tstorts aft desceTbelow:
.-

t The rflaierkIS' were, organized into litoCkir 5-8: (They had-. .-

Pro`Yibtf;IY be k;floWD as_40els 3 and 4.)
- -



,iiiImit The }973 -74 materials contained a fifth review unit at the
-. end of each grade or le,el T vieffelfdrf6t7ndant and

deleted

-f
'lizusly. teacher procedure cards co 'ned instructions

WarW4e4e.Ar. s or a week's activities. The rds became
rath- ong ,Iii,pubfished program, each pf the ac
or sessions in a unit.- arate procedure card.

s
Many of f-vtaiwms ve were - revised or . Examir .,_

.nat___----r*
tion of childre writilirsVilipiew-Uto_the 1973- t

made it possible to redefine some ,outc ore usefully .
and precisely: to delete unnecesgarrotitOmes, o d

. .
new _ ..outcomes.

'- 'Unit Civerviews" were written to inform teachers of the
".-0"titc-Orite5 and Litibriale_tly each ;unit.

The Criterion Exercise assessment fOrinatWissehaueed from
a-three:point rating scale to a simple "Yes-No.' decision as
td whether the child's writing met the outcome. statement
or -whethef fie...needed supplementary instruction.

Detailed supplementary instruction activities and proce-
,

Awes were developed for each outcome.
.

?.4
.

Ar* Fiupihnaterials ftr1.ich unit were placed in a booklet, with '4
writing space prqvided. .

..,
.. ---

. . , .

It was ,fditnd that students .could no edit and revise their
-ednitioSiiidns-Avithoul instruction and practice..

editing. less*were developed. tested: and included in.
pl. Wished program.

AS
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'Many substantie changes 'were made in specific units and
activities comprisine. Blocks 5-8 and may be examine,d in
Niedermeyer, 1974

Postscript

The results_of the program wrification cycles
stfor

the Composi-
tion Program reveal mane things_ but two or thtee seem to stand
out. First, there has been a consistent .pattern of fairly high
outcome achievement bY tryout viiiktren. 'Recent revisions for
the published version are yen likely to improve achieiretrienrievels.1
even more.Secoxict, achievement data -from non-program corn-
parison children has consistentV iffoil:tbat-the normal schOtif
cum ;hint does not promote these -basic skill§very well

4114 at a1[' Finally. the SWRL program has attempted to go .beyond"
Jraditional, mechanics-related editing skills to operationalize the

N.content or substance of well -Written compositions for a variety
of purposes.

Av.

ea:
t) U -

*
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SPELLING PROGRAM

Bruce A. Cronnell

The program verification of the Spelling Program deliberately
lagged that of the Reading Program and Composition Program
since many aspects of uncertainty associated with* the Spelling
Program were being resolved in these tryouts. This made it
possible to conduct tryouts uniquely relevant to Spelling using/
relatively small samples of classes for development economy and
focusing on, uncertainty matters unique to instruction in Spelling.

Four tryouts have been conducted between 1970 and 1974.
All tryout classes Were in either 'the metropolitan Dos Angeles
area or in the San Diego areaet,valuation techniques included the
following: test data (pretests (1.ir entry or placement iests1 unit
tests end -of -tryout tests).. classroom observations. review of
Completed student _materials. teacher interviews, and question-
naires. Foe one .tryout. a SWRL staff member* (in experienced
elementary schObl _teacher),taught spelling in one of the tryout
classes"; all of-her lessons-were taped for later review.

-
TT Outs 1 fih.ktler. f:lcirwab. 1971: Cronnell, 1971). The

first tryobt _was conducted for the last four months of the
/410-71 school year in four first-grade classes, which were using
an early version of SWRL reading instruction. These classes were
matsbed with four other classes on the basis of pretest data.
Posttest data indicated that the experimental classes performed
better than the control classes. However, weekly tests indicated
that scores on transfer, Words were nnich-Tower than scores on
explicitly taught words: they also pinpointed specific spellings

-
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which were difficult and the nature of these difficulties

Based on this tryout. several revisions were made. Matter was
rt.ssequenced to separatt.; contusing spellings and to more :.loselv
mat, the SWRL Reading Program. Additiorial instruction was
added la similar ponds whose spellings had Nen confused and
for spellnigswhich were v 'Mall} confusing. Varrons in instruc-
tional procedures were introduced for variations in spelling
content. _While instruction had focused on VC phonograms,
errors were found to be on specific vowels and consonants, with
most ditfiLulty on vowels. thus instruction was revised to focius
on individual sounds and their. spellings within the context of
whole words BeL'ause, transfer skills were weak. more empliasis
was- placed on specific spellings than on specific wordrVhen
new features were added to the program, the five-day schedule
was no longer appropriate. so more flexible scheduling was
permitted By using only one day of testing (instead of two),
more time was. available for instruction and practice: with
stronger emphasis on initial instruction, a day for review and
remedration could be. eliminated. To provide teachers with more
information to use- in conducting instruction,' teacher notes
("Linguistic background") were added to the materials.

Tryout 2 (Cronnell,& Mitchell, 1973: Russell, 1973). This
tryout was conducted in the fall of 1972 in one school in:two
first grade classes, one of Which was taught by a syitu., staff
member.

) An entry skills measure was administered which indicated that
most students possessed the ,required reading and writing
abilities: it also pointed out problems of visual and auditory

.discnmination which were emphasized in the ensuing instruction
and in revisions.

- In an attempt to cover -the weak areas of Tryout I, 10

instructional activities were used for each unit, followed by
assessment. Several activities were found to bb' redundant, so

' through' deletion arid combination with other activities, it was
found that only five were needed. Teaeher'materials were found
to be too vague. so they were revised to indicate more precisely

_
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the nature of the needed instniction. Because teachers had
difticultj,' in generating appropriate practice items. it was decided
to list them in the teacher mater,ials. A variety of exercise types
were tried in the student materials. only those which students
could do Ind which most directly practiced the desired_ skills
were retained. Since students frequently became bored or
frustrated with long exercises. the exercires were shortened..

The instructional puce was slower than planned. several of the
above changes (deletion and consolidation of activities. shorten-
ing of student exercises, and deletion of difficult exercise types)
were expected to keep the time requirements more reasonable.

Assessment scores indicated that most' students had attained
proficiency on the program outcomes. supplementary instruction
(which was not included) was seen to be needed for some
students. Scores on transfer words were much closer lo scores on
lesson words than they had been in Tryout 1. Error analysis
indicated continued b-d-p problems, sd these spellings were
sequenced in alternate Units to allow thorough learning of one
spelling before exposure to another similar spelling, vowels were
also difficult, so more instructional emphasis was placed On
-them.

'Tryout 3 (Humes. 1973). This tryout was conducted in
last three months of the 19-72-73 school year in six kindergarten
classes in five schools. ti

''Scores on the entry skills test were found not to be related-to
tryout success Since_ the primary purpose of this test was to
assess requisite reading and writing skills. it was decided that such
assessment could be left up to the teacher.

TeaCher-direckd oral exercises were generally successful,
especially with a change made in the courseof the tryout. Rather
than focusing on memory in the spellingA program words, new-
procedures focused on spelling words by first speiliag the sounds
within thorn, (e.g. spelling the firfit-fioUn-d:-:the middle sound, and
then the last sound in pan: then spelling the whole Wor(1).this
approach made the spelling task -easier and wab more clos-ely
related to the conceptual basisobt the program: it also permitted
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less emphasis on specific words and more on the spellings within
words, thus extending spelling skills to a larger set of words.

In an attempt to aid the teacher's oral instructiori,- printed
response sheen were provided, Several were arduously time-
consuming' and were eliminated. The effeOve ones were not
found necessary, but were incorporated into the revised supple-
mentarymentary instruction, which had not previously utilized student
materials and consequently was not frequently usee

It was Observed that children had difficulty with the order of
instructiorr used: first-last-middle, which reflects an easy-to-
difficult hypothesis. Because this order conflicts with natural
left-to-right progression, instruction was reordered to a first,
middle-last Sequence

Since teacher materials were awkward to handle when printed
iri booklets,"`lhey were Out on cardsand placed in file boxes.

Pictures used in student materials were not always identified
correctly, so they were listed on the teacher cards.

A major objective of this tryout was to assess the feasibility
and effectiveness of formal kindergarten spelling instruction. The
tryout indicated that kindergarten spelling instruction is quite
feasible with children who possess the requisite reading and
writing abilities. Its effectiveness was confirmed by test scores
which were, in the main, higher than thdse foud in the previous
two (First grade) tryouts. Revisions in the program considerSbly

alleviated problems found in Tryout 2; as opposed to previous
findings, scores for vowels were comparable to those for

consonants.

Tryout 4 (Cronnell, 1974). This .tryout of se eral Spelling
Program Blocks was conducted during t half of the
1973-74 school year in 45 K-3 classes in five chools.

In general, teacher and student accepta was high, and
students performed well on assessments. However, test scores, as
well as teacher feeabacik; indicated that upper level students (and

teachers) frequently had difficulty Jt the beginning because they

.(

were not familiar With the specific cdntent of previous Blocks.
.

l
7

lo help alleVitite this problem,' more information on previous r'
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learning was added to teacher materials. including suggestions
and material for review of previous Blocks.

flroblems lappeared with the dictionary skills instruction:
children hid difficulty doing same of the tasks for practice..,.
Revisions Wire made to more -closely approximate the- skills
required (loeVing words. rather than alphabetizing them) and to
remove some p rticular 61rfficUlties. ,

1n Blocks I d 2. word liallicards were 'provided. Zew
teachers used them because it was difficult tq handle twoat a

time. Since it is easier to write olyrhe board than to handte cards,
they were deleted.

Most teachers elected not to teach spelling in kindergarten
because they felt that their students were not ready, especially
since many students did not possess the remutred writing ability.
To permit easier kindergarten use. the first Block was split in
two. a new Block 1 covering only consonants and requiring no
writing skills. a new Block 2 covering both consonants and
vowels to spell whole words and requiring writing skills.

While many teachers completed a whole Block during the half
year of the tryout some completed only 3-5 units. To help
teachers better plan their instructional time, suggestions were
made concerning the number of sessions needed to complete

-each activity.
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EXPRESSIVE LANGVGE PROGRAM

.Fred C. Niedermeyer'/'

%

Thedeve pme.nt history of the Expressive Language Program-.

can mos conveniently be presented chltVogically. Tryout data
are p sented in summary form. Those interested in seeing the

plete delta or in examining in detail -' the procedures and,
materials used in the tryouts will want to refer to the jcturnal,
article and SWRL papers feferented throughout.

1970 -71

The initial version of the -Drama and PUblic Speaking Program
!trays the program was called until 1974) consisted of 20
kindergarten and 20 first-grade lessons with activities orga'nizeZ
around four areas: pantomime, impiovisatien, extemporaneous
spy.,aking, and play prodUction. For each of these areas, from four*
to seven Outcomes were formdlated. (For exanele, in improvisa-
tiorr, where children act out a given story, one ate outcomes
was "Tiie-cad used lines that 'figloived the tory.") Instructional
procedures for each lesson were contained on 5 by' 8 cards so ,

that the teacher cou-16 refer to them dttrifig the activity. The
activities were not conceived as seat Work; but rather as exercises
in which pupils, working as a,ass or in small groups, move and
perform in a comfortable, s'timulating environment. Froma pool
of 14 kindergartens and 13 first-grades in two middle-income.f

urban, districts, seven classes at each gradelevel were randoinly`
selected. to test the initiat'version'of ,the program, starting in early.

lanuary of 1971. The' remaining classes;served as non - program
comparison groups.

,
- ,

.



One of the more difficult development aspects. of the
Expressive Language Program concerned methods of evaluation.
For tryout, a posttest was developed, to assess the program's
outcomes. , the posttest. the teacher ask5td a sample of
randomly selected All erform a task from one of the
fen- outcome4 areas. --Mille a trane erver sat in the
back of the room and rated performances on the outcom t -d

for each area. (When conducting a posttest. the SWRL rater ha
not been told whether the class was a tryout class or a
comparison class.) A five-point rating scale was used
(5 = excellent, 4 = good, 3 = fair, 2 = poor, 1 = very poor or no

performance).
AvejAge ratings for kindergartehtryOut children were generally

"fair"' on pantomime outcomes, "good" on improvisation ouf-
comes, but between "poor" ,and "fair" on extemporaneous
speaking. (Play production was not assessed in kindergartens.)
Comparison kindergarteners,were rated between "very poOr" and
"poor" on almoit all outcomes (Niedermeyer & Oliver, 1972)

Average first-grade, ratings, of tryout children were bet e

"fair" and "good" 'for pantomime, extemporaneous spea ing,
and ir_n_provisation, and between "good" and "excellent" for play

prOductiOn..Comparison group ratings were signi ntl

all areas eXcepGextemporaneouS spea
both teachers and

-very much (9'6 perces the

ked the activi pacing was slow
e completed all

Additional data s9urces revealed
pupils/ enjoyed the pr
children stated they
(only one kindergar'
the' once-a-week lessOsf, and (3) teach
of abilities to pro
children."
su - :isre . II

-

se

s,

a "widqrange...
or

lesson-specific

fv. V

ctive stuggestions an.
o, teachers offered many

he OVIA11.,

0.-Si 110.1"

I ;

suiting " I tryout were to
practice on .extempOraneous Speakin ro-

er teacher. training and instruc . procedures, ,and

(3') revise 10§ons so that cs n saw correct models of a
performancd and thenTrieTi once more to. emulate that model,

38\
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"mosog op" aft4,ape, alto t,at
panto'rrnme. improsisation. etc. iNiederm.0,ei. 1971).

1971-72
`'s

For 1 c/71-72., the abase-listed."ei.m ral roisiohs plus.ro 'sons
of lift lessons were ,Larried\out with Blocks 1 and 2
ikinderprten t. and the number of le ions was increased from 20
to 30. instruction pith these program rhaterials vas conducted in
Light kin-4,10-rprten Llasseg in three schools (two low-income.
inner-cit schools a-nd one middle-income. skihurban school).

B1OLk 3 and 4 materials were not rektsedba.were used again
in six first gado classrooms in a similar. combinallon of sch6ols.

N

in two second grades at a single come. suburban school

lsb: lessons developed%%ere d eloped for Blocks 5 and'6 and tested
middle-in s

dtiring the spring of .1972. These materials were "designed to
extend the ehildreRs abilities in the four program `areas.
Pantomime activities progressed to -characterization. lmproVisii-
tion activita.!, reqUired children to work. from onl a -brief store...
idea, rather than a detailed. teacher-narrated story Extern-
poraneous speaking _activities included persuasise talks and
debates The-se had been tried in first grade the previous year.
but prosed to be too difficult.) In play production acmitie-s.
ch+ldren were introduced to scripting theirs own plays, by
completing unfinished seript. .

_ During the tr) out. SWRL observations of seleCted lessons at all
grade Fogel, 'were conducted and documented using a standard
observation prdtocol Itiledermeyer -1972). An addition. the
1970-71 postiest_was resised at the kindergarten loc.! so that the"
classroom teacher could make the performan& ratings
iiedernieer & Grguertr. 1972). Po'sttesting was-conducted only
in kindergarten. since Block's 3 and 4 had not -been roised and

-Blocks 5 and,( were first-roUnd materials being tried out in only
two classes- ,

of Btoa'.I 2-posttestine show ed that the children
in the .middle-incOme. suburban school performed even- better
than children from similar schools the tpievious year. hinder-
paten children in' the. two mow - income. miter-city schools.'

4
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however. were -substannallv foyer fiiir oftempOrrintrotis speakingr,
and'iniprovisation -outLornes (hut not tarp-anfAiiitittil.t*nkas4.,,/'

Pacing was generaliv slow. d it had been the prolouk'ci.t.r
None of the*inderaarten classes' c.ompleted the 36 lessons With

the average hi!liW. 22. Also. while children tr! oil hol.4ed

high degree of enthusiasm toward the program. some knder-
garten and first in-ade rs,aLhers the toH income, inner ct
schools expressed a concern.about the "readiness" or "maturity
of many of their children for the "speaking activities- texte'rn-
poraneous speaking and improvisation) Teachers at the suburban
school however. felt Just the opposite. and were able to produce
good speaking performances from their children.

The data revealed that several inner-city kindergartelr or
first-grade teachers had kept many of their "immature" or
"non-verbal" children out of the program. Also. at least two of
the teachers withheld extemporaneous speaking arid improvisa-
tion lessons from their classes. and taught only 'pantomime

activities: Thus it was unclear whether performances of inner -city

kIndergarteners were%iow because the children' were unable to
master th'e outcomes or because teacher expectations prevented
the children from receiving necessary instruction and practice.
For 1972-73, it was decided to address this problem through the
Teacher's Guide and teacher training by prOviding specific .:.
teaching procedures for'so-called Verbal' children and by
helping teachers accept a responsibility to"'provide'all children
opportunities to participate in all parts Of the program.

Other revisions resulting from the 1971-72 tryout included
(I) develcipment of a systematic K745 sequence of activities for
developing skills of creating stories and writing plays. (2) deletion

- Of,several types of activities that Troved ineffective (e.g., "chain ,
stories"). (3) slructunng imProvisation, stories so children ini-

.
tially at:rt out sentence groups- instead of' single Sentences.,
(4) adding dramatic interpretation activities. developing.a
gram architecture-,(Niedermeyeer: Oliver. & Kalins. 1972).

102-73

For i-472-73.. lesson specifications were fpritulated for

.
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- Blocks 7 al .8 (third iadet pr the- pr ogram t Niide meyer:

Kalns. & Olser. I972,1. Ock5:1 and 2 were slfghtly revised:--.._

Blocks 3,,-and 4 wire revised anitexpandcd to 30 weekt,lessons.../0 ;

of three s'eSsions'edch,,and 'Blocks 5 and ft were rvised.,POst.tests
.1.;re developed for Blocks 1 through (2.. Truchdr laining

- materials -and proledikres 'were rested alid elahoiated.'-and
inciuded the d:elvprnerit of a film the K-2 materials -wqe then

. ,used in a-Isr2-sLa1e installation troutout during the 1972-7.3:school
-.ear ( MOncrief S. 1..cngsi-1974 AiSprpximately S5 -kinder-
gattens.- 25 first p-ades.aild 12 secand...grades reltntsent-ing a wide
rangr-e-ot s.,:hool-situations participated. __ .* . :'--;_ ...... -

la;

Pacmg- data -tnealed tat te.achers gehetalt;--chtTctule-d-oht-y.
two instead of tilts, Jecornmended three sessions,per week. Also

.

pero.mt of the.tmdergartensand only 10 and 15-percent of,..
th ;first and second "6-ades'coropleted the program. .

Posttest cesuhs indicated that first-grade children -receiv4
accept-abizr teacher ratings Close to 80 percent -of -the time:
Kindergarten and second-grade children- received such ratingt-
apprOminatvly 70 percent of the tune: Durind' this iryout: an
eNaltialion seas also et:inducted-. on the :tea*. training fihn for

- the prop-am tNleNlorris,°f973), ., ;,. , ,
. .

In 'addition to the large-scale ititailation. tryout during
. 19:72-73.a smaller-develdpment tryout ivas conducted during the

-spring of -.1973 in, 33 kindergarjein in elitit iow-inc6me,:`!-
inner-cit} schools (Niedermeyey_kFi.scher..1973J. The purpose
of the tryout' eas to obtain grei0:clarity:about probleins -of,.:-.
teacher expectitions and prrtgram diffictilly-4vels that Ase
ditring the 19717724ryout. *.r. . .

Fourteen.exteMporapeouS.speaking and improvisation lessOns.
,---

were tested. 1.C.'f: all lessods required children to talk -4t the end-
,..- of the 'rryOut. mOgt, of: file teachers felt the mate 'alb were iota-

difficult or!not appropriate for theirxhildren, .
One of the necessary revisions immediat06 indicqted from th,is

tryout, was to remove- extemporanetauS .speaking'=pad pli'y
-production from Blocks I and' 2. Teachers' reaetion andSWRL
observations were convincing that kindergarterishitdrcnIre not

.
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yet ready to speak to front of a group or read scripted, materials.
The revised kiridergatrten activities focused pantomime and
uncomplicated improvisatiOn. All improvisation stories were
shortenesl and simplified. Also. additional- crocedUres were_,
formaexplaining hov, teachers should deal with children
thought to be or "low-% erbal.-

1973-74

The program 1 Blocks 1-8) used on a large-scale basis in
1973-74 contained the following major revisions. First. a set of
six outcomes -I non verbal expression. vocal expression. fluency.

plarinirtg. 'Verbal content. and evaluation) were formulated. Each

level of the program was then divided into four units, with a
Criterion Exercise'az.the end'of each unit to assess any of.the six
,program outcomes relevant 10 that particular unit- Suggestions '-

for supplementary' instruCtionTafter each unit were provided. The

program -training film was ompletely revised so as to
, teachers better evaluate childrens perfOtinances and offer specific

_uggestions for improvement. Teacher training was also revised to

help teachers plan and schedule the program's activities in order

to complete the program by the end of the schooiyear.
Results of large-scale' testing during 1973-74 showed that

program teachers. at the end of the school year. consistently
rated approximately 80 percent of the children as displaying

acceptable proficiency across all outcomes and all blocks-

(Hanson. Behr. & Bailey. 1975).

Revisions Based on the 1973-74 Triout

A few of ate major roisions are describedbelow.
Specific instructional outcomes were finalized for each unit
in each block. The previously defined six outcomes that
covered, all eight btocks were insufficient because they did
not allow tor the increase in skill and content complexity

from block to block
s. The rating scale used M previous Criterion Ex'ercises was

altered so that teachers simply mark a "Yes/No" decision
foi',each child according to the outcome statement and

42
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additional cr teria and examples provaded. Childrejn rece
"N ornany`olltstme teeeive supplemeittftr4-iftstruc-

non.
. The supplernentar% instruction procedures for each unit

were cOmpixtely revised and now contain detailed activities
and content for teachers and aides to use.
All activities in each block were edited and revised; some
were rewritten entirely.
Instructional- tapes were developed for many 4ctivities to
pro%ide appropriate vocal models for the children.
At the suggestion of teache'rs, many more illustrated story
posters were added to improv4ation-lessonrto help. added

and to help them better plan their
improvisations. N

The notion of threesession "weekly" teacher procedure
cards was dropped. 551-,, each unit in the final program, an
activity may require froN3 one to four sessions, depending
on the activity. All Procedntes for an activity are contained
on a single card. .

Since its inception in 1970. the Expressive Language Program
has been modified through extensive classroom tryout and
revision, from a small set of loosely.organized activities into a
comprehensive, instructionally effective system for teaching oral
lankuage and expressive skills-to 'primary grade children.
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TRAINING /INSTALLATION SYSTEM

Michael H. Moncrief

The development of comprehensive, _Quality-verified jinstruc-
' tiortal systems involves not only the instructional programs but

alsO procedures for training instructional persOnnel in program
use and for installing these programs in a specific district. During
early development of such programs, the de'veloping agency may
handle these trainink_ and installation tasks. As development
progresses and programs are tried out on a large .cale in
preparation for general distribution, responsibility for these tasks
must be 'transferred to the districts. This transfer of training and
installation responsibilities is necessary if the districts are to
develop their own capability for effective, ongoing Lae of the
programs without an overdepadenceon outside assistance. The,
developing agency, however, must develOp Materials and proce-
dures to enable districts to meet these respbnsibilities. At SWRL,
these materials and procedures constitute the Training/
Installation (T/I) *system developed to accompany each instruc-
tional program..

-systems identify specific ,tasks and provide resources that
'enable administrative and supervisory personnel tos-take a mat!
definitive and active role in worling with instructional personnel
to accomplish these tasks' and ensure successful program opera-.
hon. Areas addressed by- the T/I ,system include: systematic
proficiericycreferenced-pupil placement. the logistics of materials

-prOcessing and organization, program planning and scheduling.
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and user orientation and training. It also aidS users in conducting
,quality assurance activities to credit nstructional
ments achieved through program use and to.,plan future .

instructional improvements. System configura,tions provide the
eNportability and reliability needed to meet the unique installa-
tion requirements of each school district.

When tryouts of SWRL instructional, programs advance-
beyond the component level, a TI1 system is developed to-
,
accompany th4e programs: During 1973-74. a year-long multi-
level- (IC-3) tryout' was conducted that included three SWRL-
Communication Skills Programs: Reading-. Composition, a nd

Expressive Language (formerly called Drama and Public
Speaking). The 1974-75 tryout was exparided to include the
Spelling Program. This document describes the development and
components of the TA' system-used during these tryouts..

DEVELOPMENT OF THE 103-74,1/1. SYSTEM

The development of the TR system involved five phases:
( 1 ) identification of system constraints, (2) identification of
school and district tasks and training objectives, (3) development
of the T/I system components, (4) tryout, and (5) system
revision.

Identification of System Constraints

System constraints are those factors that help to define a
realistic and potentially esflective system' within the environment',
ineihich the system is intended to operate. The early identjfi-
cation of system, constraints' is important to effective develop -
tent efforts in that Ilwy ,4fect the assumptions that can be

concerning such area as the time frame in which' the
systerri 'must oprate, ftrsonnel resources available for operating
the system; and types of Via thril can btrusecl.0

SWR as gamed cansider, le experience in identifying--
system,:consfraints urng.the deyeloprrient of TII systems for

-
other -instructional programs: Wwever, since the 1973-74:Com-

Programs.,Aryout was the first multilevel,
multiprOzram r which exportable training was deyel-

._
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. .pped.-, the str.ucture of 'the 'ystem and the constraints irripps-ed.--'

upon its design varied &PM, those of prgvious SWRL training
syStedis Yhe constnunts identified as'applicable tote 1973-74
TA sys'terns were ba's'edon.previoits SWRL experience with single
pi-ograrktryouts. an examination 4yf the school environment Na

which the system. was expected to operate. the expecitid effects
4, of iirge scale program:tr,. outs, and' the limits imposed when

prograMs are,dtvarious stages of development. Thus. the 1973-74
sySterit.Was designed to net the following constraints:

l

1. to function in a.variety of school situations without direct:
..,

, f, assistance from or contact with SWRL.
-7 t, -
%AToAt4ti.: flexible ,rnoiigh to aeCoMmodate any combination of

L'prograin and level$ that inighttsbe :Selected' by a give
r' district..

. ,-, .3,e'TO b; amenable, to -List-elfectii(e revision, for subsequent'.,
ti-yout-s wIra- training 4,auld be expanded to include,-
extendi.r:'d versions ((grades 4-6) of, 'the instructiona4

,,-,z,,k - (,'
((grades

..Programs \ . ..,,`,. . .
<,4. To streSs- tlie,knmonalitiani terminology and ifOcedures (

/among prograiifs without being overly repetitious.-4:

,' '. TO minimizeiithe pil-Ob&bility of information (veil-load during
any training Cdm. ponent. partidilarly teacher training.

6. To mil-1111We training /installation 'tirrip regiOrsments and
icesponsibify niie's- toSaCcomod 'to typfeAf,titne' constraints of...

- ,...............

school and district'
..1

personnl. (Previpls'SWRL trainingraining
systens had re4uired approximately 'o re -half day*of user....
time for eachPiycar of instruction in a content area. Similar.

- time requireingnts for this multilevel. multiprogrJam tryout
would have beerinfirsalistic in tjrcins,,o1 available usep,,time.)

7. To accommodate the 'audiovisual reotircts tlypicaYy 'avail-
able to users.

4dgqification of School and District Tasks an
Traiking Objectives /

After the major purposes, and -constraints of the T/I system
were identlfied. an analysiWas Conducted to'determine the tasks
required of schoyl and ,district personnel fpi- the successful

s' , 5V
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0
m2---"itis614,11 i on and operation' of this multilevel. multiprogram. .. ,

- tryoult The teacher'eacher 'aigd coor4 atnator tasks were th or-ganized
.

.. , . ,
into training objectareS.; This task..analysis and specifrcation of
training objectives delineated: .( I ) what instructional personnel
needed to know or do to implenient each instructional progiarn.
and ( 2) whatcdistrict and school coordinators neeckd to know or
do. to carry out their tasks.

. The "ma
,

jor tasks required of ;instructional l personnel (i.e.,
teacheraides. tutors) to operate the instructional syStems and

, obtain program outcomes were *divided'into two categories:
, .

instructional practices and classroom management prdcedures.
,-.

*". .,Instructional practiCes,,refer to the pedagogiCal procedures used
.during the presentation of the leSon and include, such tasks as:

1. FoTising children's attention. . :

2. informing the learneral of what, is ekpected,--
3. ,PrOvictinpopriate models. : .,g,ap.... , ,...

4. Providing, appropriate and freqtlent individual, and group
'resporiseOpportunitieSr:

,,f
, .

5-. Using a positive approach to COfrective fiedback.
6:Acknowledging aCcomplisiiments: , . .

[While these' pedagogical procedures needed 'to be briefly
reviewed and their importan \e brought to the" attention of

rucional personneLthe' time devoted to theni during SWRL
traininp,was minimized *becatise (1)ihes'e procedures. are gener-
ally learned during formal university training and ,(2) the
procedutes are ,built into SWRi, instructional material§ and
procedures.

Teacher tasks of conevrn inclined classroom Management

o. procedures essential to operating SWRL programs. An analysis,of
these procedures resulted in the identification of eight classroom
management tasks !applicable to all SWRL instructional

,,,-
pro rams: ,

.

Checking to see that a complete set of instructional
materials has been received. .'

2. Assigning all pupils to appropriate, levels of fhe program
using placerient,aitkor placement guidelines.

1.

a,
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"b.

3. Establishing and maintaining ap instructional 'schedule for
all pupils or, groups. ,

4. Provdn instruction for all pupils a; specified in program
material

5. Administering., and scoring the Criterion Exercises (en ,route
assessment).

6. Providing supplementary instruction where indicated.
7. Completing record sheets and transmitting them to the

program coordinator at designate,d intervals.

8. Administering and scoring end-of-year assessment.
Tasks required of supervisory personnel: (i.e., the Tryout

C2-erdinator 1 to successfully install the COmmunication
Programs and maintain program operation were. also identified.
These include:

,
1. 1Setermnnit material needs for each schOol.
-2. Ordering Materials.

3. Processing materials (i.e., reception, storage, and 'diStribu-
, Lion of program and training materials)..

4 Planning'and scheduling teacher training.
5. Conducting teacher training.
6. Helping teachers make placement decisions.
7. Helping teachers estabksh instructional sche.duigsnd inte-

grate,SWRL programs into the existing curric;utm.
S. conducting follow-up training..
9. Monitoring program progress.

10. PrOviding for community support (i.e., informing parents.
educators, and community members about the programs).

I I. Coordinating tryout participation: activities.. .,
Development of the T/I System Colonsentr

, e
The next -step in the T/I system evelopment process was to

design -find develop exportable components that would enable
schOol and district persbnnel to perform the identified tasks
within the constraints previously described. Four major comp.

.ponents: or types of matefiats. were identifiecE coordinator
materials. teacher training materials, teacher manuals.and train-

P
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mg follow-up materials. .
After the syitein coMponents '2'were,identified, the pie-

:. ments, Or specific materials used iii each component, were
defined and developed. The Media included Print. materials.,
filmstrip/audiotapes, and films. These media provided the export-
ability and flexibility required of the T/I system and accom-
modated. the audiovisual resources -typically. available toitkrs. A
listing of the components and corresponding elemehts that
comprised the 197,3-74T/1 system is pr,esentedin Table 1.

Cootdinator Materials.,Co-Ordinator materials consisted of an
Installation Guide and a TO:6dt COordi ato Manual; Organized
according to the 'major tasks in in) meriting SWRL
programs, the .Installation GUide was intended assist school
personnel in developing an installation plan that uld meet
both program and district 'requirements.

The taski addressed in the Guide included (I) identifying
Tryout CoordinatOr(s)--- for each 'district, (2) completing- the
Non - Exclusive LicenS'e '(NE1(..)* tryout agre,ement and 0i-tiering
materials, and (3)-setting up plans for materials processing and
teacher training.

The .Tryout.-Coordinator Manual 'contained. the information
supervisory personnel needed for planning, scheduling, and
Conducting the teacher training session(s). Kniodularized train-
ing guide was included that outlined the thining procedures and
materials' needed fpr any Combination of programs a trainer
might have- presented. The Manual also 'summarized the proce-

hdures and materials needed for conducting training follow -up
-

sessions.
The Installation Guide was.sent 40 each district coordinator

and participating school, prineipal, in May, 1973 so that they
could use it in if-planning for the 1973 -74 tryout. The Tryout
Coordinator Manual was distributed at the beginqing of the

.`schcol year ;Pp Sufficient quantities so that either, the District
_Try* Coordinator oi building-leyel staff could cpnduct teacher
training. A
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Table 1

Components and Elements of the 1973474-
CSP T/I System

Components

.., ,

- Element (Media) .

. .

Coordinator Materials

. -

Installation Guide (print)
.

Tryout Coordinator Manual (pruit)

Teacher Training
Materials

,

"SWRL Instructional Programs
Overview" (filmstrip/audiotapeY

' ntroduction to the SWRL Reading
Program" (filmitrip/audiotape)

"SWRL,Drama and Pub liC Speaking
Program" (film) - - .\
"SW,RL Composition Skills Program
Overview" (filmstrip/audiotape)

Program Summary Sheets for each
program (print)

rata Collection Activities Sheet (print)
_

Teacher Materials
.

Teacher Manuals for each program
> (print) .

Training Follow-up
Materials

.

ir--,
e_.

1

'. .

7

SWRL Training FolloW-up Guide ,

(print)

. SWRL Program Planning Guide (print) -

Program CompletiorPoldet(print)

"Program,Schedulinr Training :
Follow-kip l" (filmstriii/audiotape)

' '"Checking Program Progress: Training
`Follow-4 II" (filmstrip/audiotape)



' Teacher Training Materials. Training materials -consisted of
tbose audiovisual and print elements for use by district personnel.
or a sLhool coordinator in conducting group meeting, with .

instructional Personnel prior to atual use of the instrutional
prograrntsi These materials served to 4.11 present classroom

personnel with program outcomes. organization. materials. and
aLti and their tasks in installing. operating. and maintaining
the program(s). (2) demonstrate distnct arid school commitment
to the program) s) by allocating time and resources to the system.
and. (3) provide teachers and other classroom personnel with
initial arotiNation to use or assist in using the program(s).

Teacher training materials included program-generM and

program-specific elements. The program-genera) element con-
sisted of a filmstnp,audiotape that described how SWRL
programs were developed and providell Information on the

'termmology. instructional procedures. and classroom manage-
ment activities' common to all the programs: It also provided
general information on how SWRL programs ,operated iii' the
classrootri, The general element was intended for presentation at
all training sessions regardless of the particular programs being
used ,by the districts.

Program- specific audiovisual dements included . tilrnstrip
audiotapes and a 16mm Ulm. Each element piovided teachers
with the major outcomes, or6nization. materials. activities. and
proCedures of a particular program. The teachers viewed only the
audios ha at .dements related, to the programt9 the }'' would be
using.

Four- to eight-page Program Summary Sheets aeconiPtimed
h of the, program-specific audiovisual elements. Each sheet

summarized program/outcomes. organization, placement guide-

-lines. materials. procedures. activities. and instructional time
requirements The materials and procedures section clarified hov,
to initiate and conduct instruction. Program Summary Sheets
served as i 1) an advance organizer to the corresponding Program
tiluistrip or film. (2) a take-home study sheet to help in recalling
mtormation presented during initial training. and (3) a public
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intormatiVii booklet to proVide parents. community members.
and other interested erotips Nith basic information about a
particular proffarn ,

Initial traimm: Mate Fla's. in themselves: did not pros!
In program procedures'. Iv rather pros icced the

frntormation ne:ded to prepare teachers to initiate program rise
Since te.khers are 2k:41k:rails tamiliar with the prok.k.dnres insolsed
ul tiperating instructional programs., the emphasis in these - .

materi'ais was in pr9s 'dine the intormition needed to orient users
to these particular programs and to answer initial questigns on
how to get started --I materials \Sere not intended.thowever.
to pr:,:nt teachers with all the inforMatiorr,needed to.ope,rate
the prograniks. Information and procedures unique to aloe! of
a program or to a particular is pt of instr;uctionahriaterial not
used throughout program were.to be obtained b. referring, to.
the c-:11-mstriktional teacher materials, before instruction. began!

- Several tactors contributed to this approach to initial training.
T he ss stem had to operate within the presiousls defined
t.onstranits. This inclittled being adaptke various school
N4ithit 1011N rime tpicall asailable' for conducting such
initial training sessians-,Training on proeram .procedures,Was
limited hl part. be.--Ause it ks,as felt that the teaching of general,

procedures,is mantis the domain of teacher educa.-
non 'agenLies and other staff development effOr'ts. rather, than a
program-spe,ific T I ss stem Also. k..orik.ise directiOts for using
program materials. arebtult mto the,prOgrams at th&-_,-p-offit at

the will most likely he needed Another tlisetOr hating
the scope of these initial training session's is the need-
esp:rierk_e with a program lo pros ide Ynicarnv.kul contest for
more suugestions and training (This cperienCe 1IsAtT,
011.1 tcnt};`!o.proside the tr:iining needed f6r sliceessfal find
knisietisc program operation.)

. traininginitial traini m4aterial.; are not intended It function in'
1:olation nor do the) represent all of the "tral,ilifft.' prosidecs.1 rn
proper use of the)--stem. Bath training follow-up materials
and the distriLt trainkm's are expected to complement and enhance

- "
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the etle,:titeness of the inifiat training materials The training
follow-up sessions bitng teachers together after the hate had
some ctperienL'e,with ;the programs No that the can discuss
que'stions ancl.sfiare ideas related to programs These follow -up
session. ,J,k6 suggest ideas and.proLedureN that 111.1 be used to,
inLrease program ...ttectrenes, The Irdiner thing the materials.
Nll'ethk:r the Ir out ( oordmator or scitoolde el staff. must take
r:Nponsibilit for adaptin g. and es. tending traming sessions to
meet the needs ot. ea,h partiLular group. this inLludes pros iding
demonstrations of program use under conditions N11111131' to those

teachers Lould es.pm in their own situations The initial teacher
tra'ining materials used in combination with other-parts of the T I
s.tstcin pro id, the basis for cOmprehen;ite program-specific
training that is Alar,: to the need of eac)t-user

Teather Manuals. Teacher manuals for each prograin were
Int:karat )fart of the training materials In their main purpose
was 1,o enable instructional personnel to operate the programs.
These manuals ter,: alSo tieet ed -back-up- seif-slud training
materials for thdse situations in which teacherk did not attend
training_sessions

Each teacher manual described program outcomes and organ':
zation. sLhednling considerations. instructional materials and

and suggestions for usilfg'. tiptois or aides

Training Follow-up Mategials. These .matthals -helped ensure.
that program Outcomes were attained and that edk.11 program was
completed on time. Materials were proided for ,onducting two
training follow-up sessions

Training Follow-up I assisted teachers in determining curneu-
lar priorities and integrating SV4 RL Nograins into the curriculum
b establishing weel,1 and Niari saedutes 1 . establishing
uni completion dates. Materials"us&d to accomplish these tasks
included a guide for Hse ,the cocirdinator or sLhool principal in
conductin. folloW-up sessions d filmstrip audiotape Program
SCheduling Training Follow-up 1 144d the SWRL Program

aiming Guide and`Program Completion Folder. the session
prodded teachers the opnortunit to ask question's. discus4
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concerns regarding the operation of SWRL programs. and review
filmstrips presented during initial training. Follow-up I was to be
condiicted super% isor personnel within the first two weeks of
school

Training Follow-up ll was designed to assist teachers in
--inaint4ining program proless Dw'ing this follow-up session.
coordinators roi,.w`d program progress and helped teachers
determine whether their schedules would lead to program
completion Suggestions for main'taining unit completion sche-
dules w,n-c of Materials used during this session_ included a
iilmstrip-sudiotape. "Checking ProO.n progress: Training
Follow -uptl." and the Program Comphk.t4on Folders. As beforet\
teachers could discuss any questions regarding the operation of
SA.Rf programs and view selected training filmstrips

TRYOUT AND REVISIONS

The lif:3-74 Tryout of the-Cornmimic:itio'n Skills Prograins
and T I system in% ohed 203 schools in 22 districts in 4 states.

Procedures

Use of the Training Installation system during a trout is an
ongoing process There ,are. however. some key events that
indicate how well the stem, has been implemented and how
well it is. operating These include trainer training. teacher
trairung. and training- follow-up sessions. Data were collected at
each of these points through reaction sheet questionnaires-and
SWRL staff obs,...Ilations of.a sample of teacher, training and
follow-up sessionc;,Additional data sources included Wassroom
observations and informal discussions weal district coordinators
As part of each Oistries responsibilities in the tryOut. each

'district sent a coordinator to SWRL for a one -day trainer training
session: rhy reactioulheets collected from district trainers
immeiliateliollowing trainer training' pros ided an indication of
the &lace to -whidt district 'trainers felt prepared to conduct
teaQ,ner training. Trainercomments and suggestions relative to
the training materialsand,proedures were also solicited. -'

The obsenations arid reaction- sheet dal collected at teacher
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training sessions were intended: to identify the various condi-
tions in which these sessions were conducted and what factors
affected system effectiveness. to identify what questiohs teachers
had after attending training. and to solicit the suggestions of both
teachers and trainers for improing T/1 materials and procedures.
Data collected after the training follow-up sessions Were

intended: to evaluate the effectiveness of such sessions, to
identify the conditions under which these sessions were corl--_
ducted. and to obtain user reactions on the instructional
programs and T I system after tkiy had experience in program
use

Results

Trainer TrainiiiSession (Trainer Reactions. Reaction sheets
were completed by* district trainers immediately after training
at SWRL. Eighty-eight percent of these trainers reported that
they felt prepared to train others to conduct teacher training,
while 92 percent indicated that they felt prepared to train
teachers. .

When asked for specific comments related to improving
training. trainers indicated that more time was needed .because' of

-the large amount of information covered,(19).* Trainersfett that
they needed to examine the training 'materials prior to the
training session (19). Six trainers thought the session should
contain more active participation. A variety or other suggestions"'
irkolved the tra'- 7. ing agerfda such as requesting morning and

,afternotkn breaks o putting follow-up training first. (

, Teacher Training Sessions. Teachers and trainers wrre asked to
complete reaction forms after initial teacher training sessions.

chers were asked to suggest ways training could be

r

improve& 01the- _ o returned reaction sheets; 184
indicated that materials shOuld be sehoals prior to
training and the opening of school. Teachers (40) a ed,

*Numbers in parentheses .41dicate frequency of response.
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that a demonstration -of instructional procedures be included
during training

A number of teachers were concerned about packaging of
instructional materials. Instructional materials arc typically
packaged to include enough material for one teacher and fo
pupils. Nlan teachers (W felt there should be materials for
more than 30 pupils in each classroom set Other teachers (1-'7)
suggested packaging pupil materials in smaller packets (e.g.. 10
sets poi- packet I.

AddiiiOnal concerns related to instructional materials and
procedures and placement procedures. Such concerns involved.
for e \ample. the correlation between the placement test and
placement in program blocks (5). the use of the programs in
multigrade clas400ms (3). and grouping procedures (2).

Trainers, also completed reaction sheets after conducting the
training sessions. FVty-five reaction Sheets were received,

'some trainers submitting-more than one sheet. in -describing the
conditions under which training wias conducted. the trainers

,indicated that they usually trained teachers from one schbol at
each. session. and that most training sessions (8,3 of 1.06) were
conducted during September and the first half of October.
Typically. the number of teachers attending each session ranged
from six to 15 Most sessions (78) varied in length from 39 to 90
minutes, Fifteen sessions required two hours to complete. while
12 sessions ran as long as three hotirs.,:Trainets indicated that
most teachers attended from one fo three training sessions (other
than follow-up training). Eight trainers indicated that their
teachers did not attend any training sessions. Thirty out Of 57
training sessions were conducted as after-school sessions. Twelve
were conducted as f4-day sessions and 10 were conducted "tis

\,half-day sessions. The remaining five were conducted prior to the\opentng of the school.
Commenting on training materials and procedures. `trainers

suggested thak classroom, materials be sent prior fo training and
prop-an) initiation (25). Xitey 'felt the printed And audiovisual
materials used during teacher training were all Tell done (10).
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but suggested that training should be more active (
In addition to reaction sheets. data were collected from SWRL

staff obsers awns of training sessions in seven schools. with at
least two observations of the training for each program. These
observations supported and elaborated on the descriptive infor-
mation and suggestions provided in the reaction sheets. Observers
noted that in some as training was not presented as outlined in
the Trainer:, Guide. FOr e \ample. some trainers either did not go
over the SummarN.. Sheets passed over them too quickly. It was
suggested that Stimmar. Sheets should be made an integral part
of training and that they could be used to help support the
audiovisual presentations. They also-commented that the Coordi-
nator Manual should be made more explicit. eSpeciall!, the
section on Data Collection. These observations also resealed that
teachers were com.erned because often they had not received
program materials This lack of program materials also limited
the trainers':oppcirtunities to expand the session beyond showing
the authosisual training 4matertals and discussing the Summary
Sheets.

Training Follow-up. SWRL staff observed four follow-up
sessions These observations and subsequent communications
with district coordinators indicated that follow-up sessions were

-conducted by ,a satiety of personnel (district coordinators.
. principals_ NAM= specialists. etc.) and that the sessions were

anost 1ike4 to occur when conducted by someone at the school
level. While teachers did not spend a_Iot of time discussing pacing
or performance (the topics presented in the follow-up filmstrips).
they did hale an opportunity to discuss concerns about program
operation and to share ideas. Some of the trainers suggested thtit
the filmstrip on program scheduling be shown at the initiat
teacher training. session. One of the main concerns of teachers
during the follow-up sessions was the late delivery of materials
that Lausea a subsequenj delay initiating program use.

Reaction sheets Were also sent to teachers and school
coordinators in late November. These forms. were intended to
obtain ta,,er reactions 'to the programs 'and training follow-up,
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sessions after the programs had been in use for a few weeks
Teacher reaction sheets were distributed on a sampling basis to

selected schools in seven districts. The choice of districts and
schools was based on district size, geographic location, socio-
econonuc status, ethnic population, and SWRL programs used.
Responses from approximately 100 teachers were solicited.
Sixt\ -si\ teaLlfers returned reaction sheets

Information was requested on the number and adequacy of
training follow-up sessions teachers attended. Forty of the 66
teachers indicated that they had attended a follow-up training
session on program scheduling and 38 indicated they had
attended a`follow-up session on checking program progress. Fifty
teachers Mt that the Program Planning Guide was helpful in ,
establishing a Program Completion Schedule. Teachers suggestd
that follow-up sessions could be improved by: describing
programs in greater detail (3), providing demonstrations (2),
revising the filmstrip (2), and providing sample materials.

Teachers were also asked to indicate what additional infcitna-
non would have been helpful before starting the programs. The
most frequent recommendation (18' of 41) was that materials be
available prior to training. Four teachers requested a longer
training session earlier in the year. Four wanted a more detailed
explanation of program operation. The majority of the remaining
recommendations dealt with instructional program materials such
as a test correction 6-o-011et for Reading.

School coordinator reaction sheets were sent to all districts in
the tryout. The primary, purpoge for soliciting school eoprdinator
reactions was to obtain suggestions relative to follow-up training-_,
sessions. In addition.. suggestions were requested for improving
teacher traiirrne and additionarassistance from SWRL that ymuld
have helped the' syhool coordinator fulfill his responsibilities.
Reaction sheets were received from 60 school coordinators.

Of these 60, coordinators, 56 indicated that they conduet6d
-teacher training' in their schools and 33 reported that follow-ug
sessions had been.conducted. Seventeen coordinators said they
had condttcted. only one follow -u¢ session and 14, ,said they
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s conducted two- follow-up sessions. FOur indicated that more than
two follow-ups had- been conducted. The rest did not respond to

p this question. - Twenty -one cobrdihator'S'-indisated that teachers-in
their school had established proam completion schedules while
20 coordinators said their teachers had not. Thirteen cooraira-___
tors`lid not know their3oichers had established programr7

'compktion schedules. ,

Concerning irt4tric4ctional materials, 38 coordinators stated that
sufficient and aPpropriaif instructional materials, were not
orRered. The two most frequent regions for iniproper material
(Orders iPeKe44the "invalid" placerWent test (18) and `;improper "'
packaging (16), Coordinators s' id most classes had 32 or 33
studentAtit prograrnonateriaR were packaged in sets of 30.

Cooi'dinators were asked to Indicate questions or concerns'
teachers had daring the first feW weeks of program use.
Coordinators (.2 noted that teachers were very concerned with
procedure5 for integrating pr ramsnitO a demanding schedule.
Coordinators also indicated:q teachers were cohcerned_with-----
the late arrival or program mate Is (1.9), the record keeping
which they felt was excessive (5), and packaging of materials (5).

School' coordinators also provided suggestions for improving
teacher training. -Ite most frequent 'suggestion, was that

:materials be available prior to teacher training (19 responses).
Eleven coordinators suggested. that the filmstrip_ presentations
should vary because they are too repetitive. Six coordinators
requested mote infocinatiodlin instructional procedures to be
included. Two, trainers requested a demonstration of materials
and procedures. In suggesting topics they felt Should be covered
during follow-up training sessions. 13 coordilLtors felt that a
workshop.ousing sample materials would be appropriate-. They
also, felt mere direction was needed for: diagnosing pupil
strengths_ and weaknesses in Expressive Language (2), fitting
lessons into daily instructional- time (1), procedures for grouping.
(1). and using the programs (2).

Classroom observations and communications with coordinal.
generally' supported and elaborated on the descriptive
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information-an4 suggestions obtained through reaction sheets
and training observations. These 'discussions and observations
tended to yield more definitive suggeStions'as to what revisions
should be made in the T/1 system. They also indicated that many
of the initial user qiistions on such topics as placement,
gouping strategies. classroom management. and orgatzation of
materials were resolved or Minimized after the programs had
lieen in use for a' few weeks. However, the solution to these
queStions vaned based on cock unique situation.

These observations suggest that. since the T/I system is
designed for all potential prdgrarn users. it is difficult to provide
specific procediires' in These areaS that would serve the needs of ,

MI districts. Instead, it is Morieffective roll ros. vide flexibility in
the prokraal* and 171 system so that users can adopt. adapt, or
develop. those Pro'cedures that best.fit their particular needs and __

situations.

Revisions

Revisions in the T/I system for use during 19,74-75 were, based
on the 1973-74 evaluation results, program modifications, and
.the addition of Spelling to those programs ready for year-long

'71(tryou4 The major revisions included:
Expanding the Installation Guide to provide more specific
suggestrons on program placement. ordering proeeduies, and
materials processing. Specific suggestions and sample forms
were provided to facilitate materials distribution.
Expanding the Tryout Coordinator Manual toprovide more
specific suggestions on program management, such as how
to organize for instruction. deal with materials diStribution,
and determine 'proper placement levels More, detailed

,suggestions for conducting training sessions were also
provided.

Moving Training Follow-up I to the initial training session.
This change was based on user requests to provide teachers
with *iidelines for schedUling and integrating SWRL pro-
grams into the curriculum before beginning instruction,
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Replacing the filmstrip /audiot. "SWRL Instructional
Programs Overvieiv." with a filA that showed each of the
Communication ,Skills Programs in classroom use.
Adding a Spelling training filmstrip and' Program Informa-
tion Booklet: as this was*the first year Spelling was involved
in a.year-lorig tryout.
Adding the filmstrip. "Conducting'SWRL Reading Instruc-
tion," to provide demonstrations , of specific program
procedures, such as how to use the A&M Guides and how ,to

teach decoding skills
Adding a General Characteristics filmstrip that described
those attributes common to all Communication Skills
Programs that promote effective instruction and efficient
learning.
Updating Tryout Participation ActRities-. These were simpli-
fied so that data re'quirements mainly consisted of com-
pleting, and returning only two fornis. the SWRL Program
Hrticipatiorr Sheet and the SWRL Program Record.
Changing Summary Sheets to Program Information Book-
lets and prodding more detailed procedures for using these
booklets during training so that they .beCome an integral
part of the training sessions, rather than just a "hand-out"
sheet. Some of the filmstrip presentations referred teachers
to sample materials or information provided' in the Informa-
tion Booklet;. The Information Booklets were designed to
complement the atyliovisual presentations for each program.
Revising the Teacher Manual for Reading to provide a more
comprehensive illustrated discussion of program procedures-
and materials. especially theA&M Guide.
Incorporating the Follow-up Trainer Guide into the Tryout
Coordinator Manual for ease in handling. A list of discussion
questions was added to facilitate open-ended discussion
among teachers during the, Training Follow-up sessiori(s).
Emphasizing .that trainers should conduct initial training

-after teachers have received program Materials. This allows
teachers to Qxamipe program materials before or airing
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training and avoids the learning loss that may occur if
trairrrng takes place long before instruction begins.

DESCRIPTION OF THE 1974-75 T/I SYSTEM

The basic purposes and user tasks addressed by the 1973-74
T/1 System were unchanged for 1974-75. The major components,

e.. Coordinator, Training, Teacher, and Training Follow-up
Materials, remained the same. specific elerrients were ,revised as
indicated in the previous section. Thus. the.1974-75 Communi-
cation Skills Programs T/I System consisted of those components ,-

and elements shown in Table 1 .

Training for the Communication Skills Programs was organized'
into a'series of nine modules. Eighrmodules were used during*
initial training and one module was used during follow-up,

- training general title, pbriiose, and time requirements of
each are shomin in Figure 1.

Module, I was an. introductory module which addressed the
characteristics and commonalities of the Coffimunication Skills
Programs. The remaining :modules were classified into two
groups- Program-Specific Modules and Program-General Modules.
There was one Program-Specific Module for each progym:
Reading. Spelling, Composition, and Expressive Language. These
modules addressed the specific outcomes, organization, materials,
and procedures associated with. the respective programs. Each
Prop-am-Specific Module, also provided a'demonstration of how
to conduct a lesson for that program. .

The Program-General Module's presented topics common to all
SWRL Communication Skills Programs. Moddle 9,- Checking
Program Progress, discussed procedures for maintaining program
completion schedules. It was. used during Follow-mp,.. Training
approximately six weeks after initial teacher training.

The films, filmstrips/audiotapes, and print materials used in
these modules were intended- tp provide the exportability and
reliability needed to ensure that trainers were'able to conduct
effective training sessions' 'within the minibium amount of
preparation time usually available to them.
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Table

Components and Elements of the 1974-75
_ C313 171 System

. . ..

Cpmponents

i

.Elements (Media) ..

Coordinator
Materials

, .
Installation Guide (print)

.

Tryout Coordinator Manual (print) .

. .

ri
N .

.
.

. )

Teacher Training '

Materials

;
,

.

er

"SWRL COmmunicarion;Skills Programs"
i film)

, . . I
."SWRL Spelling Program" (filmstrip,
ulpe and script) .

"Introdut:tionA. the SWRL Reading
Prograrr;":(filmstrip, tape, and script)

4'CoildatfingswR.L R eidniginstruction"
(filmstrip, tape, and script) -

"SWAL Composition Skills Progealn An
Overview" ( filmstrip, tape, and script)

,..

"SWRL Drama and Public Speaking
Program" (film)

Prpgram Information Booklets for . ,
..

Fach program (print) %.. .
SWRL Program Planning Guide (prinf) ,

. "Program Scheduling" (filmstrip, tape,
. and script) .. , .J

"S*RL ComMunicatoon Skills Progrank
General Program Characteristits 1

...

Summary Sheet" (print).

"SWRI_. Communication Skills Programs: ..

General Program Characteristics"
(filmstrip, tape, and script)

'

-

.

-

Teacher Materials Teacher Manuals for each program (print)

Training Fotow-up
/Materials .

..-
.1

. -

Tryout Cooidinatoi Manual., sections
on Training Follow-up (print)

"Checking Program Progress: Training
Follo_wup111)" (filmstrip, tape, and
scrrpt)

,
.

.

'06

+b.
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Figbre 1. Training modules for thc SWRL Communication, Skills
Programs

Ipitial paining,

rr

Initial and f ollow-up.Training Modules
S. "for the SWRL ommunication Skills Programs

SWRL Communication Skulls Film t 15.20 MITI I

Provides .1 eLnii nal kick.. tpl m or the strata, ICIAtiss

rind,. mmuonalitie? 01 the lour ( oillItrunis anon
Plogranin,

ProgramSrcrfk' Modt4les '

2 SWRLfevelling Korn 13045 min -

I rophamits the,,,ye nil Spelling materials and
poked...es nu nleviirntinnyi purl. sound to spelling
inniresmnitt flint sk116 used tit sounding out "'the
spell,ng nnl words Whet Ypellirvskits taught in

o the prograin are akin pit5ettled

3 swat. Reeding prugAin (40.75 mm

Dean...bey ittatertriltrsana parkrattrilS UW(1 ill tondos*:
tug Reading instrini Iron Emphayny a pawn to
using the A Sr M (.rode Intl trai.lning deyodIng,
skits

4 SWRL Confposition Skills Program 0535 mm r

Des, oho. pro,edurrs inn iondui IOW a leSSon and '
developing pupil. plannme wilting and editing
sighs Pumns learn to write lot sanqUis purposes

f IQtheye ire des ribs d

r.

5 SWRL Drama and Public Speaking Program'
(1445.mm

lkinuirmatuur,,o iiasantrm operation are
provided I tntrtrasis its Usa/C11 oil rrou (Cr use Ins

pr Damn rn t Valtraling and dent iopmg pupils

I oral languagn

Follow-11p Training

e s

6

00

Program-General Modules

Program Planntitgand Scheduling {20-311nim

Suggests minim Ilona] time duos terns for each
progriant and procedures lot Integrating thign into
the etosting pstruetional schedule Procedures
for ectahhshing and maintaining program tom
plepon schedules are alstLilesyribed

Caner" Program Charartenancs (41;30 mm )

Describes those attributes common to all
Skills Programs that pronnOte

elks live instruytron and et fisr t [earful);

S Data pillection and Tryout
115.30 min 1111r
Outlines the data sidle, lion requirements
miluded as part ill the ..howl tryout
tesporiohillti.

Per

e7

Ffieckmg Program Progress 13540 Min - 1

t sod do lollow up tramming thns-rnodule pros nits

teat hire° ntppOrlurill, to Shire program relaltd
Ortaieritn. es and raise arid ttsOlVe questions regarding
program use

*The length of each p,rogram-specific module will yafy according to the time
needed to tliseus program materials and.teacher questions
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DISCUSSION

Ongoing Dev-elqpment

Development of the T &I s,.steLn. tike that of the instructional
programs. is an ongbing process that not only continues through
the program tryouts. but extends into the marketing stage where-
the programs are distnbuted b.N., the publisher. The 1974-75 CSP
TA system is currently being tried out in 24 districts in 5states.
with over 300 classes participating. Subsequent reisions are 0

expected to accommo e these tryout results and to reflect
changes necessary to :ide smooth program implementation
under the conditions imposed by commercial distribution.

Implications for General System Development .

While the production, of Training/Installation 'materials is. an
ongoing, process. the steps taken and experience gained thus far
in working with the multilevel. multiprogram T/I system have
implications for general systetns development. The purpose of a
Training/ Installation system is to identify the functions of
various district and school :personnel in cbordinating. imple-
meting. and maintaining the instructional system an3 ta provide
the 'resources needed to-perform these funCtions. Functions to
Which the system must attend include. program plannirig and
scheduling, the logistics of materials processing and orgalgzation.
orientation and training of school personnel. pupil placemerit.
'and coordinating ongoing program progress.

Teacher training is one of the main-functions of a T/I system.
The resources provided to help accomplish Oils task- should
include materials for both initial and follow-up training sessions.

-.The initial training sessions provide the impetqs for initiating
pp:5gram use. it? a minimum. these sessions must provide the

*basic information needed to orient staff to the programs so they
feel prepared to begin instruction. Wheretpossible they should
include demonstrations.p1 the programs in classroom tise. These

Vinaterials. howeer. are limited by some of the con;traints.^
.

described previOusly. The} must be. flexible so that training ;can'

"0
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-
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he -adapted to me-et %arious user needs or school situations and
a1/4.com- modate an), combination of programs a distnct ma) select
The Lomprehensneness and complexity which can he designed
into these initial training sessions is limited b) the *mount of
Inn; usually mailable to conduct them and b) the lack of user
..Arvricm.e with the programs More user trairring experience with
tie programs, is needed to provide a meaningful context for
in-depth training in specific program materials and procedures.
The Mitial training materials are not intended To function in
iColation. nor do the) represent all of the training" provIded in
proper use of the T I s') stem. Training follow-up sessions serie, in
part. to complement initial training. These follow-up sessions
bring teachers together after the have had some experience with
the programs so 'the) can discuss questions and share ideas
related to the program. These follow-up sessions also suggesI
ideas and procedures that ma) be use-d_.to increase program
effectiveness apd provide opportunities for more in-depth train-.
mg in an) area in which teachers ma) hal. e questions.

One of the kes features of an effective T I system is
exportabilit. That is. the s) stem must be -designed so that
distnct and school personnel can use the resources provided:to
accomplish the specified function without direct assistance from
the do.e'loping agent). Installation of a new program or
instructional Lhange ofton falters when extensive .support is
initial!) provided and then withdrawn. An exportable system
doelops distmts. on capabilities to implement and operate
new programs on an ongoing basis. The SWRL T I materials and
-procedure; provide a convermnt and efficient means for school
and district personnel to successfully introduje: coordinate. and
operate the Communication Skills Programs.
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